
 

We previously investigated analytical strategies for landing
Such strategies required minimal computation but required
numerous assumptions we'll now weaken some of those assumptions
which will require us to do more computation We will focus

on convex optimization approaches since these have provable

convergence in polynomial time

Like last time we will ignore aerodynamic forces and

assume constant gravity Unlike last time we will consider

mass dynamics and control constraints Thus the equations of
motion are
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where r is the position v is the velocity m is the mass

and f is thrust magnitude bound

A typical objective is to minimize fuel consumption i e
tf

min J 11TH at
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to transfer the vehicle from its current state to a specified state



As written this problem is non convex because

f TIM g is nonlinear

and ni 211TH is nonlinear

To get around this we introduce the followingtransformations
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The equations of motion are then

E V which are now linear

j ut g
ni amo which remains nonlinear

The mass equation can then be written as

him do mct Mo exp 2 oCT dt

we can see that minimizing the fuel or maximizing the final
mass is equivalent to
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we can then write Hull _0 as an inequality
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and it will naturally be satisfied since 0 is being minimized

We now return to our mass dynamics which are non convex

We can rigorously linearize them through another variable

transformation Let 2 bn m such that
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This is linear Unfortunately the control constraint is now

non convex since e
Z is non convex in 2
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we are now forced to make some approximation Any
approximation should be conservative in the sense that the
above constraint is satisfied

One overly conservative approach is to use an upper bound
on mct One such upper bound is Zo ln mo Then
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A better alternative is to approximate the non linearity
with a Taylor series centered at I a good E is to be
determined
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we can easilyshow that this linear approximation is conservative

using the mean value theorem which says there is a I s t
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since the last term is non negative we conclude that
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As for I we can provide a guess such as

Ict en mo aft Mo aft Mary
ln many otherwise

with this definition of Ict we know that
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To summarize we've transformed a non convex problem into

a convexform The transformation is not exact since we

made an approximation However the transformation is feasible
since we ensured the approximation was conservative

The resulting convex problem is stated below
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The above problem is probably impossible to solve indirectly using
the optimality conditions However it is easily discretized and

solved directly using Yalmip for example

This analysis was based on the 2007 paperby Acilemese t Ploen
Called ConvexProgramming Approach to Powered Descent Guidance
for Mars Landing in J GCD



The previous problem originally had a control constraint

of the form

11TH tf

which meant the thrust magnitude was bounded In such a

case the engine is allowed to turn off since this corresponds

to 11111 0 Lf

Having an engine turn off during descent is less than
desirable since chemical thrusters have limited throttling
capability and once an engine is off it might not turn
back out

We can impose a throttling constraint as
aty
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This type of constraint looks like a donut or annulus

Thus it is non convex and complicates our previous
analysis



we will now present a relaxationstrategy for this constraint i e
a way to make this constraint convex

To do this we will use the following lifting to an extra
dimension A relaxation loosening of the constraints
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we now reformulate our control problem as
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For this to be an exact relaxation we need to show
that 11TH T at all times To show this let's look at
the optimality conditions
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The costate and transversality conditions are
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We will now show that 72 0 cannot hold everywhere
Suppose that it does Then 71 0 and 73 0 everywhere
Then Hf 0 implies 70 0 which violates non triviality
Thus 72 cannot be zero everywhere

This means that 7oz Titta for some a 40



The pointwise minimum condition says that the optimal
control T must satisfy
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since 7dm is non zero except possibly at one point
the optimal thrust is
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Note that when 111 11 7 the non convex constraint

f k 11TH Kfz is satisfied In summary we've proved
that this convex relaxation will solve the original
non convex problem

The paper by Acitemese Ploen goes on to show that
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and it never takes an intermediate value This is

equivalent to showing singular arcs cannot happen



After all this the problem is still non convex because of the
non linear dynamics We will again need the U o t

transformations Everything we did before holds but we

now need to work on
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This constraint is convex

MamaEmmi
But it isn't a second order cone constraint To make it one

we'll use a second order Taylor approximation about I Then
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And using the mean value theorem we can show that

this is conservative



The final convex problem is
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Like before solving this indirectly is likely impossible
Discretizing it solving it directly is easy This problem
can be solved onboard a flight computer with guaranteed
convergence to global optimality in polynomial time

And recall all of this started w a non convex problem


